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ABSTRACT
A knowledge about pedagogical diagnosis is important for professional teachers for
teaching heterogeneous chemistry classes. For chemistry teachers, the knowledge
about their students` perceptions, attitudes, knowledge, previous experience or their
interest is crucial for planning lessons. Therefore, the diagnosis is a key component of
teachers` knowledge. However, research in this area is still underrepresented. It is clear,
that the development of teachers` knowledge about diagnosis in chemistry teaching
and learning should be started during the university teacher education program. But,
how does this knowledge develop or change during the teacher training program in
chemistry education?
This paper attempts to investigate this development with a longitudinal interview case
study. Two chemistry student teachers participated the study and were interviewed at
seven different time points during their teacher education program. The interview and
the analysis are based on the definition by Jäger with a focus on the four dimensions
of the diagnostic competence: i. Competence Knowledge, ii. Conditional Knowledge,
iii. Technological Knowledge and iv. Knowledge of Change. The analysis of the
interviews follows documentary method. The results show a different development of
student teachers, which allowed a contrasting view of the students. From this,
implications for the teacher training will be presented.
Keywords: diagnostic competence, interview study, longitudinal study, teacher
training

INTRODUCTION
Since the heterogeneity and diversity in schools in general and chemistry classes in particular are increasing,
diagnostic is a current topic in education research as well as in chemistry education (e.g. Klug, Bruder, Kelava,
Spiel, & Schmitz; Ohle & McElvany, 2015; Tolsdorf & Markic, 2016a). The diagnostic describes the process to
identify and promote different student skills (e.g. chemical knowledge or experimental skills). Thus, teachers in
general and science teachers in particular need to possess knowledge and skills to identify and promote students
in their classes (Brookhart, 2011). Finally, diagnosis isn´t a new topic in the research field. Helmke and Schrader
(1987) pronounce already 30 years ago that teachers must have abilities to diagnose students and use the results of
the diagnosis for planning their lessons. Also, a knowledge about the diagnosis of different learning factors of
students (e.g. pre-knowledge) is in the different constructs e.g. Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK) or
Pedagogical Knowledge (PK) to be found (e.g. Shulman, 1987 or Park & Oliver, 2008). Especially, the assessment of
conceptions and misconceptions (and the changing of these) are important topics in the diagnosis and support in
chemistry teaching (Barke, Hazaari & Yitbarek, 2009). For teachers, different diagnostic instruments are developed
to recognize misconceptions of students for chemistry lessons, which help to change or developed correct abilities
(e.g. Chandrasegaran, Treagust & Mocerine, 2007; Taber, 2002). Additionally, teachers` diagnostic skills are linked
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Contribution of this paper to the literature

•
•
•

Student teachers` diagnostic competences change and develop during the teacher education program.
However, this development is not linear.
Internship and the mentor at school have a high influence on the development of student teachers`
diagnostic competence.
More focus should be put on reflection during the university teacher training program.

to different contexts: dealing with heterogeneity (Busch & Ralle, 2012; Grossenbacher, 2010), inclusion (Florian &
Black-Hawkins, 2011), teaching and lesson planning (Morrison & Lederman, 2003; Vogt & Rogolla, 2009),
linguistically-sensitive science teaching (Tolsdorf & Markic, 2016b) or teachers competences (Brookhart, 2011; Park
& Oliver, 2008; Taber, 2005). These different contexts illustrate the relevance of diagnostic in past and today. But
which knowledge do teachers and science teachers need for an appropriate diagnosis in their classes? What
knowledge do teachers and science teachers possess? Finally, the development of a knowledge about the diagnosis
for chemistry teaching and learning should be started during the university teacher training program in chemistry
education. Therefore, it is interesting to know, how does the knowledge about diagnosis developed during their
teacher training program in chemistry?

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
In school, pedagogical-didactical diagnosis includes evaluation, assessment and/or observation of students`
learning condition before and during the teaching and learning process aiming students` promotion (Ingenkamp
& Lissmann, 2008). The diagnostic process starts with the assessment of the starting points (e.g. misconception, preknowledge) and the learning process, which help to plan and adapt the lessons to student´ needs. This direction or
type of a diagnosis is also described by Treagust (1988) or Barke, Hazaari, and Yitbarek (2009).
In the beginning, the diagnostician (here the teacher) sees a problem or a question which he or she wants to be
answered through the diagnostic. For this, the teacher must choose the method and the instruments for the
collection of the data. This is called as “preactional phase”. The data collection at school is named “actional phase”
(Klug et al., 2013). Füchter (2011) explains that the collected information helps to design the lesson and supporting
students during the lesson. These implementations are carried out after the data collection in the “postactional
phase” (Klug et al., 2013). The teacher re-evaluates and examines the impact of his or her support so that the
diagnosis starts from the beginning (Heidemeier, 2008). Therefore, Klug and other (2013) describe the diagnosis
process as a cyclical process, whereby one cycle is divided into three above described phases. This structure helps
teachers to integrate diagnosis into science teaching. For all these steps, a science teacher needs a knowledge, either
of methods, analyzing or instruments.
Schrader (2009) describes two directions of research in the field of diagnostic competence. The first direction
focusses on the correctness of a diagnosis concerning diagnostic instrument, (e.g. Coladarci, 1986). Although the
support is essential for a diagnosis through the diagnostic process, the focus here is only on the assessment or
judgment. Dissimilar to this, Klug (2011) attempts to consider the support in the definition of diagnostic. She
describes it as the “ability to interpret students´ academic growth and their growth using learning strategies” (Klug,
2011, p. 14). This is the second direction, which is similar with the term of formative assessment (Bennet, 2011).
The named study of Coladarci (1989) describes a high correlation of exactness of assessment and the rank of
students in the classroom. The same is described in the study by Feinberg and Shapiro (2003), but they found less
correlation of the assessment to a research instrument regarding the level of students. A follow-up study shows
that teachers overestimated the students’ achievement (Feinberg & Shapiro, 2009), but teachers can also
underestimate the students´ abilities (Begeny, Eckert, Montarello, & Storie, 2008). Südkamp, Kaiser, and Möller
(2012, 2014) showed in their study that students can be very well rated by the teacher and the level of the students
was underestimate. Interesting are the results of this study for a second diagnosis after a teaching unit. They
indicate that the second diagnosis is underestimated when in the first one a student was rated as low-achiever.
Thus, the research in the field of exactness of diagnosis is still different, but it seems to be that teachers can assess
students in the ranking. Hoge and Coladarci (1989) analyzed the correlation of teachers` work experience and their
exactness of diagnostic. Not surprisingly, the working experience has a positive influence on the correct judgment
(see also Bates & Nettelbeck, 2001). But Schrader (2009) describes that the number of years in a job doesn´t correlate
to teachers´ diagnostic knowledge. He explains it by the fact that the numbers of years in a job are only an indicator
for the experience but not for their diagnostic knowledge.
Talking about the teacher´s knowledge or the professionalization of teachers, the concepts of Pedagogical
Content Knowledge (PCK) and Pedagogical Knowledge (PK) are widely used in science education research. These
knowledge domains often refer to the constructs of Shulman (1987), for example by Loughran, Berry, and Mulhall
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(2006). The PCK is a knowledge domain that specific is for the subject (Park & Oliver, 2008; Shulman, 1987). All
further developed models of PCK (e.g. Hashweh, 2005; Loughran, Berry & Mulhall, 2006 or Park & Chen, 2012)
include aspects of activities to observe students. Loughran and other (2006) expand this with knowledge of the
diagnosis of students` prior knowledge and possible diagnostic instruments. Knowledge about misconceptions is
also essential for a teacher to recognize and handle with the conceptions and misconceptions of students
(Olszewski, 2010). The hexagon model by Park and Oliver (2008) described the PCK in six categories and one of
these is the “Knowledge of Assessment”, which have a big relationship to the pedagogical diagnosis. However, the
problem is that the diagnosis is not a single category in these models but includes some activities which has also a
relationship to other categories as well. Ohle and McElvany (2015) show the different description of the diagnostic
knowledge in the literature. Krauss et al. (2004) stated that diagnostic knowledge or competence isn´t only one
competence or domain, but the diagnostic competence is a multiple facets of competencies. For this purpose, a
knowledge domain is needed that can be assigned to some subcategories of the PCK (and PK). Thus, the question
of the definition of diagnostic knowledge must be raised.
The psychologist Jäger (2006) pronounce knowledge domains which are relevant to diagnostician in general.
He uses the term of “diagnostic competence”, but he described it through knowledge domains. Jäger (2006)
describes the diagnostic competence with the help of sixth knowledge domains, which he classifies from a
comprehensive analysis of a diagnostic process. The description by Jäger (2006) is defined for the psychological
diagnosis. However, four knowledge domains are important for the pedagogical diagnosis in schools (see Tolsdorf
& Markic, 2016b).
1. Conditional Knowledge: defines teachers` knowledge about students` backgrounds which is important for
chemistry teaching, including influences that effect teaching and learning. Additionally, the influences and
effects of heterogeneity or diversity on chemistry teaching are also included.
2. Technological Knowledge: the ability to select the most appropriate data collection for the actional phase.
Knowledge about methods and instruments is needed, including their advantages and disadvantages. This
knowledge domain also includes methods for analyzing the obtained data.
3. Knowledge of Change: refers to the pre-actional phase, therefore the further development of students. It means
the strategies to deal with changing the resulting experience or behavior of the students in chemistry
teaching. For example, knowledge about dealing with misconceptions or about aspects of linguistically
sensitive teaching is important.
4. Competence Knowledge: includes the awareness of and attitudes towards diagnostics. For schools, this means
that teachers be able to integrate a diagnosis into their teaching and adapt the lesson plan. Jäger also
described this knowledge as the ability to answer a question. If a teacher doesn´t possess these skills, then
his or her personal knowledge of the topic must be expanded or a more competent person must be sought
out for assistance.
Starting from Jägers definition and the above named three steps of a diagnostic process by Klug and other (2013)
parallels are to be seen. The different knowledge domains by Jäger describe the three steps by Klug at al. (2013).
Thus, these three knowledge domains are important for the implementation of the pedagogical-didactical diagnosis
into the lesson (Füchter, 2011).
Keeping this definition in mind, different studies are conducted, however, they are focusing on single
knowledge domains by Jäger. Yeh (2009) particularly emphasize the potential for use of regular, simple and valid
instruments (special for reading and arithmetic). According to this, the “technological knowledge” is obligatory.
However, teachers’ knowledge about diagnostic instruments isn´t very pronounced, even though many diagnostic
instruments have already been published, e.g. diagnosing misconceptions (Morrison and Lederman, 2003; Spinath,
2005). Turner, van der Heide, Fynewever and Shavelson (2011) or Gilbert, Justi, van Driel, de Jong and Treagust
(2004) mention similar problems, that teachers don’t have knowledge about misconception and research results
about it, whereby the teachers cannot diagnose and support their students in the way it is needed. Furthermore, if
teachers studied and developed tools and methods for a diagnosis, then these teachers are able to apply or adapt
to other topics in teaching (Wiliam, Lee, Harrison & Black, 2004). In addition to the measurement, teachers need for
an appropriate diagnosis a knowledge of interventions, this means a knowledge to adapt their teaching to students`
needs (Black & Wiliam, 2009; Heward, 2003) and a knowledge to use the collected data (Capizzi & Fuchs, 2005). In
the named study by Capizzi and Fuchs (2005) the focus is on how far teachers change or adapt the teaching when
he or she receives comprehensive information from the students about their reading skills through standardized
tests. It shows that teachers in this study don´t use these information for their own lessons. Thus, a broad knowledge
and a further knowledge domain must be available (see knowledge of change). Finally, Ohle, McElvany, Horz, and
Ullricht (2015) mention the beliefs, motivation and attitudes to the pedagogical diagnosis as an important aspect
for teachers. The beliefs affect the use of a diagnosis for chemistry teaching. This is described in the fourth domains,
the “competence knowledge”. A positive attitude towards diagnosis is needed.
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To sum up, all four knowledge domains are important for chemistry teaching. The development needs to be
started during the university teacher training program, but very few studies investigate the development of
diagnostic competence in the chemistry teachers training program. Tolsdorf and Markic (2017) showed in their
cross-level study that student teachers` diagnostic competence differs at different stages of their teacher training
program. It is also to see that courses and internship influence their development in different ways. However, it is
not clear in which way the different phases of university teacher training program influence on their knowledge
domains about diagnostic.

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Some research studies examine the diagnostic competence, but these studies are limited to the exactness of a
diagnostic. Few studies investigate the development and the support of diagnostic competence in the teacher
training program, especially the teacher training program in chemistry education (above and Tolsdorf & Markic,
2016b).
Therefore, the present case study attempts to investigate the development of diagnostic competencies of student
teachers in chemistry education. In addition, concepts and implications are to be derived that promotes the
development of these competencies in the teacher training program, which are helpful for further teacher trainees.
Thus, following research questions can be arising:
1. Which diagnostic competence according to Jägers´ definition do student teachers possess at different time
points during her or his teacher training program in chemistry education?
2. How does the diagnostic competency according to Jägers´definition develop in the teacher training program
in chemistry education?
3. Are specific or individual knowledge domains of the diagnostic competence by Jäger influenced by seminars
and/or internships of the teacher training program in chemistry education?
4. What factors encourage or hinder the development of the diagnostic competence by Jäger during the teacher
training program in chemistry education?

CONTEXT OF THE STUDY
For answering the research questions, different time points of data collection are selected during the student
teachers training program. Student teachers at our university visit two university modules regarding the topics of
diagnosis, support, heterogeneity, diversity and lesson planning. The first module is called “Chemistry Education
2” (ChemEd 2) and consist of two seminars which start in the fifth-semester of bachelor and it is over one semester.
One seminar “Diagnosing and planning of chemistry lessons” focuses on possibilities to diagnose students in
chemistry lessons and the lesson on itself. However, the first step in this seminar is sensitization of student teachers
for heterogeneity and diversity in chemistry classes. Further, student teachers learn diagnostic instruments for
diagnosis of students` linguistic skills, their performance, and experimental skill. In the second seminar, different
teaching and learning methods are discussed and student teachers experience these methods in the seminar. The
student teachers learn these methods in the sense of a “pedagogic biplane” (translated from Wahl, 2006). First, the
method is explained in a short introduction. Second, student teachers are learning details about the method by
doing the method in their seminar, e.g. learning-at-station about learning-at-station or jigsaw classroom about
jigsaw classroom. The aim is to teach the theoretical content and to let student teachers experience the work on the
method from the view of their future students at the school.
Therefore, all knowledge domains by Jäger (2006) are the part of the seminars. Additionally, student teachers
visit a short internship in teams of 10 hours teaching. At the beginning of this internship, student teachers observe
their mentor’s lessons for about 5 teaching hours and diagnose both the students and the classroom situation. In
the second half of the internship, the students should plan the lessons based on their diagnosis. The teaching can
be done in “team-teaching” or the two student teachers alternate the teaching time. The student teachers choose
between these two options themselves together with their mentor at school. The second possibility has the
advantage that the second student teachers can diagnose the learning process of individual students during the
teaching of the first student teacher. After this module, student teachers decide whether they want to write their
bachelor thesis in chemistry or chemistry education.
The master of education starts after the bachelor thesis with the second module on this topic. The second module
about diagnosis, support and heterogeneity is called “Chemistry Education 4” (ChemEd 4). ChemEd 4 is divided
in two phases over two semesters. The first phase is a theoretical seminar and it follows the long internship over
five months. The focus of the seminar is on diagnosing individual students and adapting the own teaching
according to the results of diagnosis. Concrete examples are the core of the seminar. Student teachers developed or
adapted own instruments to different topics (e.g. misconception about chemical equilibrium) and discuss on
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different materials and possibilities to support students in chemistry classes. Therefore, the interlinking of diagnosis
and support is the main part of the present module. During the internship, the student teachers are visiting schools
and are supervised by one mentor. First, they diagnose the lessons given by their mentors as well as the students
of one class. The students conducted a comprehensive diagnosis on their own. While in the first small internship
the diagnosis was on individual areas, now student teachers need to diagnose the breadth of heterogeneity.
Diversity dimensions like students` linguistic skill, their experimental skills, content knowledge, misconceptions
build the core. However, student teachers are free to choose any other dimension they see as important to diagnose.
Student teachers are planning their own diagnostic process by choosing diagnostic instruments, collect and analyze
data and use the results for their further teaching. Student teachers are teaching for about 12 lessons. During this
period, they analyse (in the meaning of diagnostic process) their teaching and improvement in the classroom.
Chemistry educator helps them while conducting the diagnostic process. Not seldom student teachers are having
problems while implementing diagnosis and following support (see for more detail Tolsdorf & Markic, 2017).
During their internship, student teachers have a consultation with the chemistry educator discussing the general
issues during the internship and focusing on diagnosis and supporting student. Each consultation lasts between 30
and 60 minutes. After the internship student teachers do not attend any further modules in chemistry education.
They end their university teacher training by a master thesis which can be supervised by chemistry educator.
Following the different stages of the university chemistry teacher training program at our university seven
points in time are used for the data collection: (1) before ChemEd 2, (2) after the ChemEd 2 and before bachelor
thesis, (3) after the bachelor thesis and before master phase starts, (4) after the first semester of ChemEd 4, (5) in the
middle of the internship during the ChemEd 4, (6) after the internship during the ChemEd 4 and before master
thesis, and (7) after the master thesis. The first interviews were in winter 2014 and the last data collection was done
in March 2017. The overview is given in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Overview of the data collection (stars represent the time points of collection)

METHODS
The present case study analyses the development and changes of the chemistry student teachers´ diagnostic
competence during the chemistry teacher training in detail. For this reason and due to the gap in research, the case
study is based on semi-structured interviews with open-ended questions. For answering the research questions,
the questions are based on the four knowledge domains of the diagnostic competence by Jäger (2006). Because the
individual domains aren´t further differentiated, open-based questions are used to evaluate changes, development,
and influences of and during the teacher training (see Miles, Huberman & Saldana, 2014). Open-based questions
are useful for studies of attitudes, opinions, and beliefs (Converse & Presser, 1986), which are important for this
study with regards to diagnostic process.
Data are collected in a period of about three years. To avoid the “Social-Desirability-Effects” (Weisberg, 2005)
questions vary between the time points. The term of diversity is intentionally not used in the questions because the
student teachers can be seldom distinguished this concept from the concept of heterogeneity. Some questions from
the first-time point of the interview are listed below:
1. How would you define diagnosis?
2. Why should you diagnose in chemistry classes?
3. How did you perceive the heterogeneity until now?
4. What do you associate with heterogeneity?
5. Which diagnostic instruments do you know?
6. Describe instruments which are particularly important for you.
7. Do you know possibilities to adapt the teaching to the pupils?
8. How do you change the teaching while teaching chemistry in heterogeneous classes?
The questions one and two focus on Competence Knowledge and the following two questions on Conditional
Knowledge. The Technological Knowledge is evaluated by questions five and six. The last domain, Knowledge of
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Change, is addressed in the last two questions. An interview with the student teacher use this structure at any seven
time-points and each interview lasted about 15-20 minutes.

SAMPLE
Altogether, the data were collected from two chemistry student teachers while following them during their
teacher training program. Both student teachers were participated in the study voluntary and were able to change
their opinion any time. Both student teachers study chemistry as a subject with the aim of teaching at a
comprehensive school. They are native German speakers and haven´t a migration background.
Sandra (name given by the authors) was 24 years old at the beginning of the study. She visited grammar school
and gained her university certificate there as well. She studies mathematics as the second subject. Already before
the study, she gave different tutorial in chemistry and mathematics for high school students and she works
voluntarily with children (also during the study). No further internships were completed additionally to the
internship during her teacher training. The internships were all done at schools with high heterogeneity among
students.
Lara (name given by the authors) is the second student teacher and her other subject is French. She was also at
the grammar school. Her age is 24 at the beginning of the study and she offers volunteer sports lessons to young
children. She didn’t visit any further internships next to the obligatory one. Her internships were mainly at the
grammar school, which are not characterized by large heterogeneity among students.
Both student teachers made similar school career and average grades in their study. They stand up by their
willingness to learn and both wrote their bachelor and master thesis in chemistry education on topics of diagnosis
– however with different foci.
Both student teachers participated voluntarily in this study during its time. Starting from a group of student
teachers, these two student teachers were chosen based on their similar grads during the teacher training.
Furthermore, their differences played a big role. A major difference are schools they visited during their internship.
Another reason is their second subject. At the beginning, it was assumed that the student teacher with a language
as a second subject is more sensitized to linguistic heterogeneity and the diagnostic competence in this area is more
pronounced. The second student teacher has mathematics, which is often chosen by student teachers in conjunction
with chemistry education.

DATA ANALYSIS
Starting from the theoretical background, the research questions and collected data, documentary method is
suitable to investigate the development of knowledge and emotional developments of student teachers (Asbrand,
2011; Ruhrig & Höttcke, 2015), especially for a longitudinal study (Nohl, 2010; Trautrims, Grant, Cunliffe, & Wong,
2012). Bohnsack (2010) develops the method to analyze qualitative data, in which the analysis is from two
perspectives. The first analysis of the data investigates the content (“what”) and the emotions (“how”) are examined
in a second step (Bohnsack, 2010). The analysis can be divided into three parts: i. Formulating interpretation (or
Rephrasing interpretation by Trautrims, Grant, Cunliffe, & Wong, 2012), ii. Reflecting interpretation and iii.
Comparative Analysis (Bohnsack, 2010). The Formulating interpretation summarizes the content (meaning) and it
reproduces the thematic structure of the interview. For this purpose, the text is divided step by step into sections
and these sections are described with keywords, main topics and sub-topics (Bohnsack, 2010). The focus is only on
the content of the interview. Therefore, the question is asked: What does the interviewee say? (Nohl, 2010). The
second analysis asks how the content is said and described. The framework is to be reconstructed and explicated
in which topics are elaborated. The analysis is done for the same section from the first formulating interpretation.
The formal structure (exemplary, descriptive, contextually, experiences, …) and the associated semantic aspects
(word selection, repetitions, text structure, incomplete…) of the text are important to examine the interview
(Trautrims, Grant, Cunliffe, & Wong, 2012). So, the reflective interpretation reconstructs the style or modus operandi
of the statements in the interview (Bohnsack, 2010).
For the present study, at first the formal structure of the transcribed interviews was analyzed and, second, the
audio file was investigated in term of emotions, speech and attitudes with the focus is on the “how”. Bohnsack
(2010) mention the traceability and documentation of the results and their interpretations for these two analysis
steps, which must be discussed with other researchers. Therefore, the analysis of the interviews is done by two
chemistry educational researcher from the field of heterogeneity, diagnosis, support and teacher training.
Primarily, the two analysis steps should be examined separately and documented with a strong textual reference.
Finally, the comparative analysis (Bohnsack, 2010) is to be conducted. Similarities and differences between cases (and
in a case) need to be worked out using a case-by-case and case-by-cross comparison. This is a continuously circular
process that combines the individualities of a case (Nohl, 2010). From this, types of cases can be generated by a
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systematically and reasonably generalizing of cases (Trautrims, Grant, Cunliffe, & Wong, 2012). Thus, in a first step,
an analysis was carried out focusing on single student teacher and comparing the results from different time points.
Finally, in the second step, the chemistry student teachers were compared to one another.

RESULTS
In the following, the results of the longitudinal interview study will be presented. To give a better overview,
the results are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Development and comparison of the diagnostic knowledge during their studies
Sandra
Lara
o No awareness for diagnostic
o Diagnostic as „summative assessment “
Before
o Importance and meaning of diagnostic not seen
o Importance and meaning of diagnostic not seen
ChemEd 2 o Heterogeneity as problem and challenge
o Reference back to her own time in school
o Content knowledge as only diversity domain
o Ignoring heterogeneity
o Low awareness of a diagnostic process and diagnostic o First ideas of a diagnostic process
for chemistry teaching
o Insecurity and fear to deal with heterogeneity
After
o Fright from heterogeneity
o Adaptive teaching is mentioned
ChemEd
o Open/positive to heterogeneity with a focus on support o Content knowledge and culture as diversity domains
2/ Before
o Learner-centred methods
of lower achievers
BT
o Written diagnostic tests as instruments
o Differentiation, but no concrete description
o High awareness of diagnostic process
o Low awareness of diagnostic process
After BT/ o Aware of own lack in the diagnostic knowledge, but use o See the importance of diagnostic
o Heterogeneity is challenging for teachers
Before
technical terms
o Recognizing of linguistic heterogeneity
Chem Ed o Self-confidence and positive to heterogeneity
4 – part 1 o Linguistic heterogeneity is described in detail (also with o Adaption of instruments from other subjects or
o Own development helps for adaptive teaching
influences)
o Description of instruments for chemistry lessons
o Heterogeneity as enrichment for all
o Support is only goal of diagnostic process
o Pupils are individual
o Heterogeneity as positive however, afraid of dealing
o Observation and interviews as instruments
After
with it in classes
Chem Ed o Tests for language and content knowledge
o Content knowledge and performance are the main focus
4 -part 1 o Development of their own handling as teacher and o Open-based instruments, e.g. drawing
o Possibilities for dealing with misconceptions
planning of teaching
o Possibilities of linguistic support
o Explanation of the diagnosis with examples and the use o Diagnostic as data collection of information
of technical terms
o Importance of the diagnostic decreases (e.g. it is too
o See the importance of diagnosis for chemistry teaching
time consuming)
Middle of
o Interest and motivation of pupils is important
o Less awareness of heterogeneity in practice
internship
o Open-based instruments, e.g. drawing
o Own insecurity in the use of instruments
o possibilities to support pupils related to the collected
information
o Positive experiences in the internship
o Single use of diagnosis
o Fulfil students` needs
o Big own insecurity in use or dealing with diagnosis and
o Focus on language, content knowledge, interest and heterogeneity
After
migration background
o To be fair with all pupils
internship o Description of instruments with a discussion of (dis- o Written tests are still important, but open-based
)advantages
instruments are gaining importance
o Differentiated description in detail and applications of o Description of different possibilities for each dimension
support in chemistry teaching
of the heterogeneity
o Starting point of a diagnosis is the support
o Diagnosis as a “status diagnostic” for an adaptive
o Safe handling of diagnosis and a broad knowledge, but teaching, similarities to summative assessment
the routine is missing
o Overchallenged with the topic and she hasn´t ideas for
o Attitudes to adaption is uncertain, because she has a implementation
after MT
broad knowledge but the routines are missing
o Contradictory attitude towards heterogeneity
o Broad and deep knowledge about “dealing” and a o Instruments for a selective diagnostic, with (dis)advantages
certainty for the use
o Great uncertainty about support to considering the
o Linking/reference of diagnosis and support
selected information
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First Time Point (Before ChemEd 2)
Both of the student teachers are starting with similar requirements. As well Sandra as Lara does not see the
importance and the meaning of the diagnostic for teaching and learning of chemistry. Since Sandra does not
mention the need for diagnostic, Lara describes it as a summative assessment. However, Lara seems to be insecure
since she laughs when she talks or when she expresses a lack of knowledge. Both of them are referring their
knowledge to their school experience as a student, e.g. “So actually I have not thought about it, that diagnostics in
the teaching profession make sense. I was a student in a grammar school. Yes, and then we have written tests for
diagnostic at the time.” (Lara, translated by the authors) Tough both were visiting similar schools (grammar
schools), Sandra describes and express heterogeneity as a problem and challenge that need to be dealt with. She
repeats this often, which shows her importance to this. Her focus is on differences in students` content knowledge,
e.g. “So from my own school days, I would describe the differences in the performance. There were students who
were very good at the topics.” (Sanda, translated by the authors). In contrast, Lara ignores the fact that chemistry
classrooms are heterogeneous. She describes that she does not know exactly how it feels because she didn’t
experience it as a student.

Second Time Point (After ChemEd 2 and Before the Bachelor Thesis)
Good to see is that after ChemEd 2 (first module) both student teachers are describing first ideas of a diagnostic
process, however, it is not explained in details. Still both are focusing on students` content knowledge as a
dimension of heterogeneity. Additionally, Sandra is mentioning students` migration background and Lara
differences in students` culture. Both student teachers experienced heterogeneous chemistry classes during their
short internship. Sandra describes this positive with a focus on low-achievers. It is noticeable that Sandra recognizes
the meaning, use and importance of diagnosis in order to adaptively teach (e.g. student-centred teaching and
learning) in a process, but not specially for chemistry teaching. Different written diagnostic instruments are only
mentioned from Sandra. She talks very self-confident and sovereign. Her voice sounds happy and optimistic when
she speaks about heterogeneity. Compared to Sandra, Lara describes only an approach of a diagnostic process. In
additional, she expresses a lack of the knowledge about diagnostic and own insecurity for dealing with the
heterogeneity. In contrast to the first interview, Lara`s phrasing changes to thoughtful voice. She begins to answer
very slowly and thoughtfully. Unless the questions relate to the possibilities of support or change. Her voice is
always sinking, as if she is sad, frustrated or without ambition. Apparently, she has bad experiences in the
internship, which have influenced her attitudes and belief to these topics. Thinking about her internship Lara said:
“In my first internship, I thought, oh my God [German speech]. I was completely shocked and I was not sure
anymore if career as a teacher was the right decision (…) But somehow it is also nice to see, …………because if we
were all the same and we do not want to experiment, then it would not be profitable for the chemistry class.” (Lara,
translated by the authors).

Third Time Point (After the Bachelor thesis and Before ChemEd 4)
Both student teachers wrote their bachelor thesis with the focus on diagnostic. They developed different
diagnostic instrument for diagnosing students` linguistic skills. Thus, it is not surprising that both Sandra and Lara
described linguistic heterogeneity as a main dimension in heterogeneous classes. However, only Sandra was able
to describe the exact influence of differences of students` linguistic skills on chemistry teaching and learning. Sandra
seems also to be confident and positive about teaching heterogeneous chemistry classes, e.g “So the language does
not just mean how to talk or to write something. And here many factors play a role: grammar or vocabulary. These
are very different from student to student. This heterogeneity has implications for chemistry learning in the
classroom.” (Sandra, translated by the authors). She reflects about this problem and thereby she develops
possibilities for their own teaching. However, she is complaining about her lack of knowledge when it comes to
diagnostic. As before, also here, Sandra is more positive about heterogeneity on chemistry classes while Lara sees
is as a challenge for teachers. Lara is missing examples of good practice. A high awareness of diagnostic for science
and chemistry teaching are described by Sandra. Lara has a less awareness of diagnostic process, but she recognizes
the importance of diagnosis for an adaptive teaching, e.g. “Diagnosis is important in order to adapt the knowledge
transfer to the students preknowledge. Here, the diagnosis for the students must remain undetected and thereby
show the understanding problems in the students.” (Lara, translated by the authors). At the same time, she
describes problems with the adaptation and development of assessment instruments in the work of the bachelor
thesis, e.g. use of C-Test from German education for chemistry teaching. For the first time, some instruments are
mention, whereby Sandra describes the instruments much more detailed.
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Fourth Time Point (After ChemEd 4 – Seminar and Before the Internship)
The next data collection is after visiting the seminar of the second module. The awareness of diagnosis is present
among both student teachers, especially the importance of diagnosis for chemistry is the main focus in their
descriptions. For Sandra, the main reason for diagnosis is to “pick up the students” where they are standing. Lara
is going into the same direction and explains that diagnosis is maintained if supporting students in the right way.
Overall, the attitudes towards diagnosis are positive at this point.
In the term of heterogeneity, there are differences between the student teachers. On the one side, Sandra sees
the heterogeneity as very enriching for chemistry teaching. For example, Sandra says about the changes in the
teaching from the planning about elementary particle: “And I believe that this product at the end of the lessons
would not have been made if the heterogeneity had not been in the classroom. (p2) And this has helped all the
pupils, not only the good or only bad pupils” (translated by the authors). Further, it is noticeable in her
argumentation that she describes more and more pro and also contra arguments. She often speaks of problems or
challenges with the implementation in practice, but she thinks further and develops her own solution. For these
reasons, it can be assumed that Sandra speaks reflectively. Lara also feels the heterogeneity rather positive. She is
looking forward to experience teaching in heterogeneous classes, but at the same time, she is afraid of it. This
conflict of joy and insecurity can also be seen in other dimensions, e.g. for the use of diagnosis in chemistry teaching.
Sandra distinguishes between her two main arts of diagnostic instruments. For diagnosing students` content
knowledge, the observation and interviews are important. Written tests are important to diagnose the linguistic
heterogeneity. Lara only mentions open-based instruments, which she wants to use for diagnosis of misconception.

Fifth Time Point (Middle of the Internship)
In the middle of the long internship, Sandra focuses in her description of diagnosis on scientific language (next
to students` interest and their motivation) and explain it on example. She stressed that diagnosis is particularly
important for planning and support, but also mentions that it is time-consuming. Lara mentions that diagnosis isn´t
a process and the diagnosis only uses to collect information about students` knowledge. Since she doesn´t
experience different dimensions of heterogeneity in practice, she focuses on the differences in students` content
knowledge. The importance of diagnosis and the awareness is still in evidence by Sandra. For Lara, the importance
of the diagnosis decreases, because she thinks that this topic is too complicated, time-consuming and she does not
experience any support from the mentor in the internship. In addition, she says that she feels very insecure about
handling and use of instruments in practice. Sandra mentions for the first time that open-based instruments are
suitable in practice to better understand pupils´ expertise about chemistry.

Sixth Time Point (After the Internship)
After the long internship, Sandra again mentions the important of diagnosis for chemistry teaching. She also
explains in detail that diagnosis is a cyclical and repetitively process. During the internship, she has gained good
or positive experience while teaching and diagnosing heterogeneous classes. In contrast, Lara describes diagnosis
as isolated from the teaching. Lara doesn´t reports good experiences about heterogeneity from the internship. As
in at the beginning she describes differences in students` content knowledge as main dimension. The language of
Lara contains many interruptions and it is unstructured. Her statements are always repeated. While repeating, her
voice is more confident and she speaks faster. Therefore, it seems as she as less reflected on these issues. It seems
that she didn’t reflect her experience very deeply and thus she couldn’t elaborate good solutions. This is also evident
on her “unhappy” way of expression, e.g. “I think, yes, I think, yes, exactly, that’s just positive, but also negative,
(p2) also negative. Yes altogether (um) it is just positive to see, especially what social skills means. (...) but the
heterogeneity in subject teaching is something else again. (…) And from a student’s point of view, this can also be
very exhausting.” (Lara, translated by the authors). For the technological knowledge, written test as instruments
for the assessment of the content knowledge are important for both participants. Additionally, open-base
instruments are useful for chemistry teaching but these instruments are difficult to integrate in the lesson. Sandra
names different instruments describes advantages and disadvantages of those.

Seventh Time Point (After the Master Thesis)
Similar results are obtained at the last time point of data collection. According to Sandra, supporting students
is the main goal of diagnosis. Lara mentions that diagnosis can only be used at certain points and her description
has similarities to a summative assessment. She felt overchallenged to integrate a diagnostic process in her teaching.
Her insecurity is also mentioned for use of instruments and the changing of the lesson for a support. For both
student teachers, the content knowledge is the main dimension of heterogeneity in chemistry teaching. Only Sandra
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lists the importance of further dimension, which must be considered in the lessons. But, she also expresses the lack
of routines which makes her feel insecure.
At all-time points, it is noticeable that both student teachers don´t describe the influences of the heterogeneity
on chemistry teaching. Also, they don´t name any reasons for the heterogeneity in chemistry teaching. Only Sandra
rarely mention this, but a structure or regularity couldn´t be established. Further, both student teachers don´t
mention any methods or possibilities of analyzing diagnostic instruments during the whole study.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS
Overall, the developments and changes of both student teachers are very different, but similarities can be
identified as well. Strongest changes are noticeable during and after the internships. For the competence
knowledge, Sandra is developing very well and her awareness of an appropriate use of a diagnosis for chemistry
lessons increases. Sandra´s attitudes towards heterogeneity and diversity are positive during her study and she
always describes potentials for chemistry teaching. In the end, a positive view is still noticeable, even she describes
challenges. On the one hand, Sandra is social engagement and works voluntary with children, which seems as an
advantage for the development of her attitudes. On the other hand, the school and the mentor seem to encourage
her attitudes, because she emphasizes the mentor´s support for handling the heterogeneity in the interview. Until
the last and long internship, Lara´s development is positive, but it is slower compared to Sandra. Starting from her
development and the interviews on itself, it seems that Lara didn’t reflect deeply on this topic. The reason here are
only to be assumed. Since Lara expresses insecurity and being afraid at the beginning, it is to assume that she didn’t
want to be confronted with those feelings. Lara`s development could be seen as stopped because she repeats view
of heterogeneity as challenge and problems. In addition, her language sounds not so positive and reflective as
Sandra’s. It seems that her internship and especially her mentor were not well chosen for her development and that
here better matching and the analysis of the conditions is needed. It seems that Lara needed more supportive
mentor instead of one which offers her possibility to try what she wants. Sandra also talks about challenges and
problems with implementation in practice, but she seems to reflect a lot about her experiences. It is to conclude that
the role of the mentor but also the personality of the student teachers plays a high role in this phase. Thus, chemistry
educator should maybe have short interviews with their student teacher before their internship on their
expectations and needs during the internship. The individual matching of student teacher and mentor should be in
focus before the internship as well. Furthermore, Sandra reported that she had problems by the implementation
and her mentor talks about difficulties, but the mentor helped her anyway and wants to learn himself. Here, the
mentor has embarked on the new topic. Lara complains that the teachers couldn´t help her and these have to be
trained before. Thus, mentors need to be trained on these topics. Some universities offer extra in-service training
for the future mentors. Here also the aims and the procedure of the internship is more detail discussed with the
mentors as well.
In general, both participants in this study learn more heterogeneity dimensions over time, but they focus mainly
on differences in students` content knowledge and their linguistic skill. Especially Lara perceives other dimensions
of heterogeneity rather unimportant (similar to Gilbert, 2004; Tolsdorf & Markic, 2017). A similar development
tendency can also be found in the technological knowledge. Sandra´s knowledge expands and she recognizes the
respective (dis-)advantages during the internship. Lara expands her knowledge as well, but during the internship,
she feels an uncertainty and previously mentioned instruments are unimportant. Similar is to be found in the study
by Turner, Van der Heide, Fynewever, and Shavvelson (2011) where a lack of knowledge of diagnostic instruments
and the implementation of instruments is found among chemistry teachers. The importance of the summative
assessment by teachers in the school practice is already mentioned by other researchers (e.g. Bennet, 2011;
Ingenkamp & Lissmann, 2008). But this importance can only be emphasized in the study with Lara.
Both student teachers describe own insecurity toward teaching in heterogeneous chemistry classes. This
development can be related to the greater knowledge. Sandra described this challenge or problem in the adaptation
of materials and instruments to the teaching topic (Bleas et al., 2012). Lara describes many areas of problems, but
frequently she speaks of more practice in her study and conduction of diagnostic process. This result is similar to
the study by Capizzi and Fuchs (2005), where teachers couldn´t adapt the teaching to a diagnostic.
The reflection with the collected experience during student teachers` internship is important, in order to
promote or further development of student teachers and their attitudes. This is particularly obvious in the second
step of the analysis. Sandra speaks much more reflected and always describes advantages and disadvantages,
before making a decision. Lara´s descriptions are less reflected. One of the reasons for the deeper reflection of
Sandra in term of diagnosis and heterogeneity might be the second subject, mathematics because the mathematics
education has also the focus on heterogeneity, diagnosis, and support in the teacher training program. Thus,
student teachers need more space and opportunities so that they can be guided reflect on their experiences with
the diagnosis, support, and heterogeneity in chemistry teaching during the whole internship. It is to suggest that
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deeper reflection on the different topics is needed. Since the lack of time during the seminar, one option would be
designing the seminars in the meaning of flipped classroom.
Finally, we should not forget that our future chemistry teachers in our seminars are heterogeneous groups as
well. Maybe they start with similar requirements, but they differ in their personality, need for support and ability
to reflect. The question must be arisen, how much do we plan our seminars and the internships considering the
heterogeneity of our groups. More focus on these issues should be put in the university teacher training program.
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